Universidad Politécnica Salesiana will teach students in Ecuador the skills and technologies needed to lead in the digital future.

Belén Marcela Gallegos Altamirano – VMware IT Academy UPS Coordinator

Being the VMware IT Academy Coordinator of the Universidad Politecnica Salesiana has become one of the biggest challenges of my life, facing a new world in constant learning.

I have been in the administration of a Data Center for about 3 years and thanks to the team, of which I am a part, we have been able to carry out this project, it is very different to work with infrastructure, when managing an academy, but we learn day by day.

This is the first event we developed, as an IT Academy, but it will not be the last; we will make more webinars, with interesting and impactful themes, that attract the attention not only of students and university teachers, but also of the general public. All this, in order to share knowledge within a digital world.
The experience

By using the Virtual VMware IT Academy Day model allowed the university to quickly host sessions where students learned cloud and virtualization concepts.

UPS Student – Ingeniera Electrónica

“Learning about VMware, a global leader in virtualization and the cloud, through the VMware IT Academy Day UPS, was very important. Mainly because of the professional area in which I work, so acquiring knowledge in the virtualization of a Data Center is important for improving my IT skills.”

UPS Student – Ingeniería en Sistemas

“Participating in a webinar with professionals who have experience in virtualizing a data center is of great importance to us as students. This way we have a better understanding of what we are studying and what awaits us in the future. I can say that my knowledge and skills are improving daily. Curiosity and questions cause people to investigate a world called "technology". Especially, if it is virtualized. Thanks to VITA of the Universidad Politecnica Salesiana, we’ve had the opportunity to acquire knowledge with staff trained in the various topics”